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Verbless DP interrogative constructions
and enclisis in Galician
Brian M. Gravely, Jr. and Timothy M. Gupton

1. Introduction
Amongst the natural languages of the world, several systematically employ
verbless null-copula constructions in declarative sentences.
(1) a. He a expert.
“He is an expert.”
b. Viktor glup
Victor stupid
“Victor is stupid.”
c. dani nexmad ad meod
Dani nice     very
“Dani is very nice.”

(Bender, 2000, p. 84)
(Comrie, 1987, p. 342)
(Doron, 1986, p. 314)
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In African American Vernacular English (1a), Russian (1b), and Hebrew (1c),
phonologically null predicates have the same semantic meaning as sentences
with overt copula in other languages. Galician boasts a syntactically fixed
interrogative construction (2a) that is minimally comprised of the locative
interrogative U (“where”) and a third-person determiner clitic varying in
number and grammatical gender: lo, la, los, las.
(2) a. U-lo?
where-C L . AC C. 3S G. MA S C
“Where is it?”
b. Où
ça?
where
that
“Where is that?”
In the following section, we examine the characteristics of U-lo in Galician,
comparing them with similar constructions in other Romance languages such
as French (2b). We show that, despite cosmetic similarities, Galician U-lo
constructions behave differently from a syntactic perspective and thus require
a different analysis. Given their differences, we refer to these forms as verbless
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DP interrogative constructions (VDICs) or simply U-lo. Subsequently, we
examine the explanatory adequacy of a standard null-copula account, an
imperative account, and a small clause account for VDICs. Analyses of all
three of these structures bear important cross-linguistic structural similarities and differences when compared to VDICs, and we adopt many of the
ideas present in their associated syntactic models in order to account for these
structures in Galician.

2. Descriptive generalizations: the characteristics of U-lo
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Descriptions of U-lo in traditional Galician grammars have been relatively
scarce. Among depictions by grammarians, no two analyses are quite the
same. Carballo Calero (1979: 328) calls it “half adverb and half pronoun.”
Freixeiro Mato (2006: 503) classifies it as an interrogative adverbial phrase,
noting that, apart from the locative adverbial onde (“where”), “the medieval
form u also exists, from the Latin ubi, which survives in modern Galician and
is always followed by an article or an accusative atonic personal pronoun”
(this and subsequent translations from Galician grammars are ours). Only
Álvarez, Monteagudo and Regueira (1986: 431) calls this construction an
“interrogative without a verb.”
Unlike normal wh-interrogatives, U is not found in any other construction apart from U-lo.1 Unlike the more common locative adverbial onde, it
may not be used with an overt copula verb (3a), a transitive verb (3b), be
embedded (3c), or remain in situ (3d).
(3) a. Onde/
*U está    a  chave que che       dera?
where    be.P RS.3 SG the key   that CL . DAT. 2SG give.PST. 1SG
“Where is the key that I gave you?”
b. Onde o/*U-lo
deixaches?
where-C L.AC C.3 SG.M
leave.P ST.2 SG
“Where did you leave it for me?”
c. Vimos    onde/
*u estaba     ó saír     da festa.
see.P S T. 3 P L where   be.I M P FV.3 SG to-
the leave.IN F from.the.party
“We saw where he was when he left the party.”
d. Dis     que estivestes onde/
*u?
say.PRS. 2SG that be.P ST.2 P L where
“You say that you were where?”

U may not appear without a determiner clitic, ruling out its appearance alone
(4a), with an indefinite DP (4b), or with a first-or second-person clitic pronoun (4c). We provide details regarding the phonologically identical clitic and
determiner paradigms, which we refer to as “determiner clitics,” in section 5.
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(4) a. *U?
where
“Where?”
b. *U   unha perruquería por aquí?
where a    salon    by  here
“Where is a hair salon around here?”
c. *U-me?
where-C L. 1S G
“Where am I?”
The interrogative U mandatorily combines with a DP headed by a definite
determiner in a variety of sizes: a lone clitic (5a), a full DP (5b), a quantified
DP (5c), or a relative clause with a null or overt nominal (5d).
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(5) a. U-lo?
where-C L .ACC. 3S G. M
“Where is it?”
b. U-
las       nenas?
where-C L .ACC. 3PL. F girls
“Where are the girls?”
c. U-
los         demais (papeis)?
where-C L .ACC. 3PL. M
others (papers)
“Where are the rest (of the papers)?”
d. U-
la         (bolboreta) que colliches     onte?
where-C L .ACC. 3S G. F (butterfly)  that catch.P ST. 2 SG yesterday
“Where is (the butterfly) that you caught yesterday?”
There are a few important observations regarding the use and interpretation
of U-lo in the examples above. First, it always receives a present-tense interpretation, a common characteristic of many null-copula expressions cross-
linguistically. Second, owing to its prosodic nature, it does not permit pauses
or intonational breaks between it and other constituents. Third, the fact that
the obligatory DP must be definite is indicative of its strong deictic and temporal nature, and therefore always refers to something or someone that has
been recently mentioned in the discourse and is necessarily interpreted as
“here-and-now.”
2.1 U-lo is not like où
French interrogative où appears in a null-copula construction similar to U-lo;
however, there are clear differences between French où and U-lo. First, unlike
French où (6a), U-lo may not appear with a strong pronoun (6b).
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(6) a. Où
ça?
where that
“Where is it/that?”
b. *U
iso?
where that
“Where is it/that?”
The French wh-element may be the head of a relative clause (7a). It may also
remain in-situ in a main clause (8a) and in a subordinate clause (9a). None of
these options (cf. 7b, 8b, 9b) are possible for U(-lo) in Galician.
(7) a. On
est
allé
jusq’où
one
be.PRS. 3S G go.PART until-where
b. *Fomos  até  u   estaba.
go.P S T.1PL until where be.I MPF V. 3 SG
“We went where he was.”

il était.
he be.I M P F V. 3 SG

(8) a. Tu  es     allé   où?
you be.PRS. 2S G go.PART where
b. *Fostes
u?
go.P S T. 2PL where
“You went where?”
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(9) a. Je veux      partir   en vacances, mais je ne
I  want.PRS.1SG leave.I N F in vacations but  I  not
sais
pas
où.
know.PRS.1SG N EG
where
b. *Quero   ir   de vacacións, pero non
sei     u.
want.PRS.1SG go.I N F of vacations but  
NEG
know.PRS.1SG where
“I want to go on vacation, but I don’t know where.”

Therefore, based on these important structural differences, we claim that U(-lo)
is a distinct interrogative element from où.
2.2 U-lo is not like cadê
Although ostensibly very similar to U-lo, the Brazilian Portuguese interrogative cadê also behaves differently. Cadê can be paired with a strong pronoun
(10, cf. 6), but it cannot head a relative clause (11, cf. 7). It cannot remain in
situ in a root (12, cf. 8), or subordinate clause (13, cf. 9).
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(10) Cadê isso?2
where that
“Where is that?”
(11) Fomos
até
*cadê/onde ele estava.
go.P S T.3P L until where
he be.I M P F V. 3 SG
“We went where he was.”
(12) Você foi
*cadê/onde?
you go.PS T. 3S G where
“You went where?”
*cadê/onde.
(13) Quero
sair
de férias,
mas não sei
want.P RS. 1 S G leave.I N F of vacations but N EG know.PRS. 1SG where
“I want to go on vacation, but I don’t know where.”

At first glance, sentences like (14), with cadê in a subordinate clause appear to
be counterexamples to our claim above.
(14) Estou    procurando       o livro,   mas não sei          cadê.
be. AUX. 1 S G look-for. P ROG
the book but not know.PRS. 1SG where
“I’m looking for the book, but I don’t know where it is.”
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However, the behavior of cadê here captures an important difference in comparison with U-lo: cadê is not an interrogative adverb; rather, we claim it to be
a verbal interrogative phrase, as illustrated in (15).3
(15) a. [Cadê] as chaves?
where the keys
b. [Onde estão]
as chaves?
where be.PRS. 3PL the keys
c. *Onde as chaves?
where the keys
“Where are the keys?”
Examples in (15) strongly suggest that cadê is equivalent to onde and the
relevant conjugation of the predicate estar (“to be”), similar to the Galician
examples in (5). Indeed, in (14) cadê may only be substituted by onde plus the
verb estar, not by onde alone; therefore, despite clear differences regarding the
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syntactic behavior of cadê, its phrasal nature as well as the apparent incorporation of a null copula estar represent similarities to the Galician VDIC, an
important property moving forward.
2.3 Interim summary
In this section we have provided descriptive generalizations regarding the
syntactic behavior of Galician VDICs. We have also examined the similarities and differences between U-lo and two other Romance interrogative
constructions that, at first glance, appear to behave similarly; however, we
have shown that, upon further investigation, they do not. French où, unlike
U-lo, is a quintessential wh-word that may be embedded, paired with a strong
pronoun, and remain in situ. Its null-copula construction (6a) is a case of verb
deletion and, as we shall show, differs structurally from U-lo. The Brazilian
Portuguese cadê, on the other hand, is similar to U-lo in that it exhibits a
phrase-like behavior in that both the [iQ] feature and the verbal construal are
found within a single lexical item. The principal difference lies in the fact that
cadê may be used in a subordinate clause, which entails that this wh-word is
base-generated low in the phrase marker and assumedly moves to [Spec,CP]
in cases such as (10) and (15a).
In section 3 we examine the explanatory adequacy of three promising
formal syntactic accounts. The most important aspects observed here that we
shall carry forward in our analysis of VDICs are the lack of movement and
the apparent incorporation of a null predicate phrase.

3. Syntactic accounts of verbless constructions
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Generative syntactic accounts of Galician VDICs are in short supply, having
only been examined by Silva-Villar (1996, 1999, 2001), who attempted a diachronic classification of a group of null-copula constructions across medieval
Western Romance. In his (1996) analysis, U is base-generated in [Spec, TP],
checking the [uD] edge/EPP-feature on T, prior to movement to C, presumably to check [+Q] features (16).
(16)

He claims that clitic forms like lo have “verb-like functions” (Silva-Villar,
1999: 572), thus serving as copula and tense marker in the head of T.4 In
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his (2001) proposal, U-lo is base-generated in C as the complex categorial
[C+D]. In summary, Silva-Villar’s analyses place U in either the head or specifier position of the C projection and suggest that U-lo engendered the construction onde está…? (“Where is…?”), despite the fact that this is empirically
unattested.
Our main objection to Silva-Villar’s three analyses is that the clitic lo
appears separately from its associated DP and does not appear to participate in any sort of agreement operation with it over the course of the derivation. His analyses avoid explicit discussion of this φ-feature (e.g., [person]/
[number]/[gender]) agreement process in T, and how to avoid overgeneration
of sequences like *U-lo nenas. This is of particular importance since T is not a
typical locus of [gender]-checking in Romance. Our approach will account for
this relation. We also attempt to clarify the locus of interrogative generation
in VDICs since Silva-Villar’s position fluctuates between different heads and
specifiers of T and C.
Since the U portion of VDICs never appears in a lower in situ position or
in embedded clauses in Galician, we adopt the idea of base-generation in the
higher functional field. We consider possibilities regarding the locus of base-
generation in section 3.1.
3.1 Null copula
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Hebrew and the Arabic dialects have motivated a number of null-copula
proposals in the literature. Some of these involve null verbal projections (e.g.,
Eid, 1991; Fassi Fehri, 1993), while others, like Benmamoun (2000, 2008),
propose that there is no need for a vP projection. In his proposal for Hebrew
and Arabic, null-copula sentences (17a) involve a functional category T that
selects a NP, AP, or PP complement:
(17) a. Omar f-d-dar.
Omar in-the-house
“Omar (is) in the house.”
b.

(Arabic)

Benmamoun claims that the lack of a verbal projection in (17b) is because,
in null-copula constructions, T lacks [+V]. Instead, T has [+D], [+Present],
and a bundle of unvalued nominal ϕ-features (number, gender). Null-copula
clauses differ from those with a tensed verbal projection (i.e., those in the past
or future tense) in that the latter have a categorial [+V] feature, whilst the
former do not.
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(18) a. Past/Future: [+V], [+D]
b. Present:
[+D]

(Benmamoun, 2008, p. 115)

Adopting the typology in (18) and the analysis in (17b) for Galician
appears to be a promising avenue in that it captures the fact that VDICs are
always present tense. Further examination of Benmamoun’s proposal, however, reveals a problem for the explanatory adequacy of this account for our
data: in Semitic languages, a verbless clause can be subordinated under a
tensed clause (19).
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(19) a. qal
bəlli Omar f-d-dar
say.P S T.3S G that Omar in-the-house
“You said that Omar is in the house.”
b. qul-ti
bəlli Omar naʕəs
say.P ST. 2S G that Omar sleep.PROG
“You said that Omar is sleeping.”
As we saw, U-lo cannot be embedded under any circumstance; therefore,
adopting Benmamoun’s account would not rule out embedded VDICs in
Galician and incorrectly generate ungrammatical structures. Assuming that the
presence of T allows clausal embedding in Semitic null-copula constructions,
we are left with the possibility that U is base-generated in the CP field. But
is C capable of encoding a necessarily present-tense reading? As we pointed
out at the end of section 2, the Galician VDIC has a distinct, temporally
deictic nature in that it is obligatorily interpreted as involving the “here and
now.” Early descriptions of the clausal left periphery in Uriagereka’s (1995a)
Functional Projection (FP) and Rizzi’s (1997) expanded CP describe precisely
this: speaker-related and discourse-related phenomena. We feel that this is a
promising possibility for capturing the fact that the questions in (5) have to do
with the whereabouts of the DPs in question at utterance time and not at any
moment prior or subsequent to that moment. In section 3.2.1, we examine
independent justification of the notion that tenseless constituents are bound
to speech time. Imperatives are similarly temporally bound to utterance time,
therefore suggesting an analogous tenseless nature.
3.2 An imperative account
Here we examine Platzack and Rosengren’s (1997) syntactic analysis of
German imperatives and its application to VDICs. Following their account,
true imperatives are morphologically impoverished (20):
(20) Declarative and imperative forms in German and Galician (true
imperatives in bold)
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2sg
2pl

declarative
German
Galician
kaufst
mercas
kauft
mercades

imperative
German
kauf(e)
kauft

105

Galician
merca
mercade

Furthermore, true imperatives cannot be embedded and have no subject. The
syntactic analysis of imperatives that they propose lacks FinP, MoodP, and
TP (21b).5
(21) a. Kauf
das Buch!
buy.IM P. 2S the book
“Buy that book!”
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b.

The lack of FinP in imperative clauses means that these forms do not
express a proposition anchored in time and space (see, e.g., Bianchi, 2003),
which allows them to apply to the “here-and-now” of utterance time. Both
Platzack & Rosengren and den Dikken & Blasco (2007) propose that, in true
imperatives, there is no TP projection; the verb moves directly from the vP
shell to the head of Rizzi’s (1997) ForceP, the highest projection within the
expanded CP, thus capturing the empirical fact that no lexical material may
precede true imperatives.
In Galician, true imperatives (20, 22a) are replaced by (comparatively)
morphologically rich subjunctive forms under negation (22b) and in non-
second-person forms (22c) (see, e.g., den Dikken & Blasco, 2007 for more on
Romance commands).
(22) a. Fai-no!
do.IMP.3 SG -C L. AC C. 3S G. M
“Do it!”
b. Non o            fagas!
NEG C L.ACC. 3S G. M do.PRS. S BJ V. 2S G
“Don’t do it!”
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c. Fagámo-lo!
do.P RS. S BJ V. 1PL-C L. AC C. 3S G. M
“Let’s do it!”

Subjunctive forms (22b-c), however, are morphologically more robust and assumed
to pass through TP (see, e.g., Kempchinsky, 1998, 2009 for a Spanish account that
we assume to be applicable here). Consider the following model for (22a):
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(23)

The only difference between German (21b) and Galician (23) is the projection FP. Following the account for clitic movement proposed by Raposo and
Uriagereka (2005), clitics end up in a morphologically “active” left peripheral
projection (Uriagereka, 1995a, b).6 We assume this analysis to be operative for
imperative structures, returning to FP in section 5.
Examples (22b) and (22c), which are not true command forms, are proposed
to exhibit a different derivational structure. Both of these verb forms are the
same used in the subjunctive, which entails that they raise at least as high as T
(and likely further to MoodP, FinP as in, e.g., Kempchinsky, 1998, 2009). We
follow Raposo and Uriagereka’s (2005) in assuming “active” left-peripheral
FP to be the locus for clitics in Western Iberian. In (24) the clitic o is hosted
by negation (non), allowing the verb to remain in T.7 In affirmative suppletive
commands (25), we assume that the verb moves to f after checking its features
on T in order to serve as the host for the clitic, perhaps as Last Resort. In
short, the main difference between true imperatives and suppletive subjunctive imperatives in the above syntactic structures is that true imperative
verbs move to Force and lack T.
(24)
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(25)

Having examined an account of imperatives for Galician, in the next subsection we attempt to adapt this proposal for VDICs in Galician. We claim that
VDICs are similar to true imperative forms owing to their discourse-rooted
nature, and, therefore, require a similar structural analysis.

4. What’s below U? Small clauses and locative copula in Romance
Intuitively, a question starting with “U-lo…?” communicates the covert
command “Tell me…” prior to asking “Where is…?”. For this reason, we
claim that the interpretation of tense is deictic, interpreted “here and now.’ ”8
This is another reason why we claim that it appears in ForceP; however, unlike
true imperative forms, we propose that U is base-generated in ForceP. As we
saw in section 2, U does not bear the hallmarks of movement typical of other
wh-elements. U is always sentence initial and under no circumstance may be
preceded; therefore, we claim that U is externally merged in the head of ForceP
and has an interpretable [+Q] feature, which is similar to Bošković’s (2015)
proposal that in situ wh-elements have interpretable [+Q]. In order to account
for the DPs that may appear enclitically on U, we take a brief excursus on
locative copular sentences in section 4.1.
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4.1 The small clause of a featureless v
Accounting for copular derivations in minimalist theory has proven to be
problematic, in particular for Romance varieties that boast twin copulas (ser
and estar) with similar predication behaviors.9 A thorough review of the literature on copula is well beyond the scope of this study. We therefore limit ourselves to an examination of concepts as they pertain to the current problem at
hand, which is how to account for an apparent null verb estar in Galician U-lo
structures and Brazilian Portuguese cadê structures.
Gallego and Uriagereka’s (2016) understanding of the copular verbs ser
and estar can be summarized as estar = ser + X. They propose that the subject and predicate adjective of both ser and estar are base-generated within
a small clause (SC) complement of v, with estar having an extra projection
“XP” between v and SC to account for its prepositional nature. In essence, in
the following structures from Gallego and Uriagereka (2016: 133), X head-
adjoins to ser in v, thus begetting estar.
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(26) a. SER

b. ESTAR

While much of this investigation deals with details not immediately relevant to the current study, the SC captures ideas about copulas dating to
Abney (1987: 64) as having no theta grid and selecting no arguments; only an
SC ‘complement’ (see also Bosque, 2001). From this standpoint, copulas are
purely functional elements that provide tense.
Our interpretation of Gallego and Uriagereka’s vP projection for U-lo is
as in (27).
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(27)

The XP between vP and the SC captures the null stative matrix of the predicate that combines with null v, as in (26b). We maintain the SC configuration
for control purposes, holding that Gallego and Uriagereka’s sister of the SC
subject DP is a locative controller in order to account for U’s lack of movement.
As Juan Uriagereka (p.c.) points out, this thematic relation between the two
daughters of the SC enables the same interpretation as in a normal copular
sentence such as Onde está o neno? (“Where is the boy?”), which would have
onde base-generated as the sister of the DP and would move leftward to check
the uninterpretable wh-feature; however, if U is a base-generated in situ interrogative as we propose, we must account for this relation elsewhere.
4.2 Subject case assignment in copulas and null-copulas vs. U-lo
Following Benmamoun (2000, 2008), the locus of nominative case assignment
for a null and overt copula is T. This poses a problem for our account of VDICs
since we have proposed that, as in the case of imperatives, its derivation lacks
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all functional structure (i.e., TP, NegP, FinP) apart from the FP required for
clitics. To account for the lack of case assignment, we claim that the DP in
VDICs receives default case. Below we apply Schütze’s (2001) various tests to
determine default case for Galician.
4.3 Default case
Below we examine results of Schütze’s (2001) tests for default case in Galician
and English vis-à-vis the pronouns (in bold) appearing in (28–32). We avoid
glosses here to highlight the fact that only first-person-singular nominative
and accusative personal pronouns (eu/min) differ in Galician.
(28) Left dislocation/Apposition
a. Eu/*Min, quero ir á feira.
b. Me/*I, I want to go to the fair.
(29) Ellipsis
Who wants to try it?
a. Eu/*Min!; Só eu/*min!; Eu/*Min non!; Eu/*Min tampouco!
b. Me/*I!; Just me/*I!; Not me/*I!; Me/*I neither!
(30) Gapping
a. Non podedes comer vieiras e eu/*min raxo.
b. You guys can’t eat scallops and me/*I fried chicken.
(31) DP coordination
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a. Ti e máis eu/*min imos ter problemas.
b. You and them/*they are going to have problems.
(32) Modified pronouns
a. O eu/*min que ninguén coñece.
b. The me/*I nobody knows.
The Galician pronouns above appear in the nominative case (28–32a) in a
systematic fashion, unlike their accusative English counterparts (28b–32b),
thus suggesting that nominative is the default case in Galician, as in many
other Romance varieties (see Schütze, 2001: 222–226 for apparent default case
variation in Romance). We propose another test unique to Galician with the
impersonal expression oxalá (‘God willing’).
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(33) a. Oxalá chova mañá, que nos fai falla.
“God willing it will rain tomorrow because we need it.”
b. E eu/*min, amigo.
(lit.) “Me, too, friend.”
Admittedly, it is an unorthodox rhetorical turn to demonstrate that Galician
has default nominative case when preceding descriptions of lo in VDIC
constructions have suggested that the pronoun is accusative. We clarify this
matter in the following section, claiming that this ersatz accusative pronoun is
a determiner detached from a nominative-case DP.

5. Fusion of U and lo
At this point, our derivation seems simple and straightforward, with U base
generated in the head of ForceP and a small-clause configuration selected by
a phonologically null estar complex.
(34)
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Although the analysis in (34) seems to be on the right track, we believe
that one step remains. Raposo and Uriagereka (2005: 663) proposed a series
of clitic placement patterns for Western Iberian Romance that result in
determiner-clitics forming part of a prosodic word at PF (see also Uriagereka,
1995a, b; Raposo, 2010, 2018).
(35) a. If there is a right-adjacent head, this is the target for the clitic.
b. Otherwise, a left-adjacent head is the target.
c. Otherwise, either optimal clitic placement or displacement of an
appropriate host provides a target for fusion of the clitic.
Following (35), we assume that early rightward fusion of a clitic obeys morphological constraints (i.e., it only targets a head), while late leftward fusion
obeys prosodic constraints (i.e. it can target a head or a phrase). Although
these constraints are proposed to account for all determiner clitics across
Western Iberian variants, in section 5.1, we examine evidence suggesting that
this may not be as uniform as proposed.10
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5.1 Determiner clitic behavior in Galician
Galician determiners have two sets of morphological forms, typically called
“first form” and “second form” in traditional grammars. The second forms
are suppletive, occurring obligatorily when acting as third-person accusative
clitics (36) and optionally when heading a full DP (37) when a verbal host’s
inflectional class ends in –r or –s.11
(36) Comémo-las./*Comemos as.
eat.P R S.1PL -C L. AC C. 3PL. F
“We eat them.”
(37) Comémo-las
almeixas./ Comemos as
eat.P R S.1P L-D ET/C L. 3PL. F clams
eat.PRS. 1 P L the
“We eat the clams.”

almeixas.
clams

Uriagereka (1996) called the phenomenon in (37) determiner clitic placement.
Although this may seem like a purely morphophonological phenomenon,
Uriagereka proposed that determiners heading full DPs in Galician are only
able to cliticize onto “structural governors,” which are heads in a structurally
adjacent relationship that c-command a determiner clitic with which it shares
φ-features and/or case (38).12
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(38)

Here, X c-commands its complement YP and assigns it accusative case,
showing a clear structural governor relationship as laid out above. The
importance of these stipulations becomes apparent when we see that determiner cliticization in Galician may not occur with conjunctions (38), adverbs
(39), bare-quantifier nominals (40) or verbs with which the determiner shares
no ϕ-features or case, as in instances of reconstruction (41).
(38) Non me        peta          moito, mais
neg C L . DAT. 1S G appeal.PR S. 3S G much  but
o/*mai-lo
que prefiras
the/but-D E T/C L. 3S G. M that prefer.PRS. SB JV. 2 SG
“I don’t like it, but whatever you prefer.”
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(39) Iñantes a/*Iñante-la
cousa
before the/before-D ET/C L. 3S G. F
thing
máis sinxelo
more simple
“Before, things were much simpler.”

era
be. I M P F V. 3 SG

(40) Saben
todos a/*todo-la
canción xa,
non
know.P RS. 3PL all the/ALL-DET/CL.3SG.F song
already N E G
“They all know the song by now, right?”

moito
much

é?
be.P RS. 3 SG

(41) Fixemos
cantar
os/ *canta-los
dous
make.P R S. 1PL sing.I NF the/sing.I NF -DE T. C L . 3 P L . M two
a  Xabier
to Xabier
“The two of us made Xabier sing.”
As we can see upon examining (40) in (42), neither todos nor a canción share
case or a φ-set. Although todos c-commands a and they are structurally adjacent, todos does not govern a in any way, ruling out cliticization.
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(42)

Uriagereka formalized observations by Álvarez-Cáccamo (1989), showing
that determiner cliticization occurs obligatorily in a number of fixed cases,
such as when the preposition por “for” (43) or the quantifier ambos “both”
(44) selects a full DP. The constraints mentioned above hold in these
examples (45).
(43) Fai-no polo/*por                           o  ben
do.IMP-C L. AC C. 3S G. M for-D ET. CL. 3 S G. M /for
the well
de todos.
of all
“Do it for the good of everyone.”
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(44) Ámbo-los /*Ambos      os dous viron
both-D E T. C L. 3PL. M both of two  see.P RT. 3 P L
o  que fixera.
the that do.PS T. PFV. 3S G
“Both of them saw what he had done.”
(45)

As we can see, the notion of structural governor is pertinent to our investigation of U-lo given that, as we have shown, the determiner always takes this
form and cliticizes to U.13 Although these forms are “frozen” for historical
reasons not relevant to a synchronic account, even in fixed forms, the determiner clitic host is a structural governor that heads its own projection.
5.2 Where do determiner clitics go?
Uriagereka (1996: 288, ex. 48) models an argument for determiner clitics
attracted to f, “piggybacking” onto a mobile dative clitic moving across the
accusative DP. We update this structure in (46).
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(46) Lembróu-vo-la súa dor (“He reminded you of his pain”)

An intriguing idea left open for further investigation was that determiner
clitics without an accompanying dative clitic (36) are attracted to F, leaving
their DP. We leave an exhaustive study of this phenomenon for further
research since it is orthogonal to the issue of VDICs, but we adopt the basics
of this possibility for U-lo in section 5.2.1.14
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5.2.1 U-lo and FP
Uriagereka’s (1995a) original proposal for FP as the locus for clitic movement
dealt with a separate set of morphological ϕ-features that attracted the clitic
to the head of F(=f).15 We also assume that f is the landing site of enclitic
pronouns on finite predicates and in the case of U-lo, as well. Our motivations
for doing so are based in part on the facts in (4–5), showing that U requires
a definite determiner to its immediate right. In a loose sense, we may think
of U as a clitic-like element that requires a specified/pre-selected functional
morpheme to appear alongside it. Following Raposo and Uriagereka (2005),
the PF requirements for Galician clitics are constrained by structural locality
such that a clitic in F may only be hosted by a leftward-adjacent specifier
([Spec, FP]) or the next higher head. From the data provided in this section,
we have two questions to answer: (1) How can U be considered a structural
governor if it shares no features with lo? and (2) What rules out a structural
model in which the head of ForceP simply selects a DP complement?
The answer to the first question is tricky. Thus far, we have only postulated
that U has an [iQ] feature, which has no relevance for the DP it selects: U only
selects lo in a narrow sense. Crucial to the generative analysis of clitics was
the proposal (e.g., Chomsky, 1995: 249; Uriagereka, 1995b: 113) that clitics
are minimal-maximal constituents, base-generated as DPs and then moving
as D heads. We propose that, much like clitics in Western Iberian, U also has
a morphological requirement [Morph] that must be met for the derivation to
converge. Considering its meager morphophonological character, this clitic-
like nature appears to be a concomitant property. We know that this relationship must be a local, head-to-head relation, owing to the determiner clitic
morphology (47).16
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(47) U-lo can? (“Where is the dog?”)17,18

Upon moving to f, the determiner clitic checks morphological φ-features on
f, forming the clitic cluster [o, f], which satisfies morphological requirements
on U.19
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The second question is answered by the solution to the first. If U has a morphological requirement, then selecting a full DP would not solve the problem.
Setting f aside as part of the solution, not even the determiner alone would
satisfy this requirement if it remained within the DP. Recall (35a):
(35) a. If there is a right-adjacent head, this is the target for the clitic.
We can easily imagine that if the determiner remains in the DP it heads, its
morphological requirements need not be met elsewhere. While we recognize
the circularity of this statement, the data in (38–41) and (43, 44) speak for
themselves and beg an explanation.20 Although a deeper investigation of this
phenomenon is due, we believe that this represents a solid first step toward an
explanatorily adequate account of determiner clitic movement in Galician.
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5.2.2 Types of cliticization: Specifier or head?
The last topic that we wish to touch on briefly deals with the position of U in
the head of ForceP and its direct effect on the clitic that it hosts. The requirement that U be in the head of ForceP and not the specifier is twofold. First,
let’s hypothesize that U is a functional wh-element that is base-generated in
[Spec, ForceP]. This is problematic for several reasons, one of them being why
we need a spec-head layout for an element that inherently carries an [iQ] feature and does not move. This concept is optimal for a Probe-Goal configuration, as in wh-phrases that are known to move throughout the derivation, but
it is unclear based on the data presented in this chapter what this would buy
us theoretically. Although base-generated items are rare in heads throughout
the Left Periphery, U seems to exhibit all of the hallmarks of an in situ interrogative. A reviewer brings to our attention the fact that Bošković uses the
[iQ] feature in order to stop wh-elements from moving and that merging a
lexical item with said feature is predicated on accurate justification; however,
the reviewer claims that this “crucially excludes the C-layer since from there
you cannot satisfy other checking/licensing requirements of the item” such
as case or theta roles. We wish to point out that U being a non-argumental
wh-element does in fact permit us to posit its base-generation in the C-layer;
moreover, the parallels to Bošković’s examples are typologically different. Just
as all wh-elements in languages such as Chinese show permanence further
down in the phrase marker, Romance typically fronts their wh-elements.
Possibly the clearest reason comes from the type of cliticization that we
see with U-lo. Unlike other Romance languages, cliticization in Galician may
be found in two configurations: attraction to a phrase or to a head. It is clear
that only head-to-head constructions may produce PF modifications at Spell-
Out (see fn. 16); therefore, due to the fact that the determiner o is externalized
as lo when paired with U in this construction, we can theoretically relate this
to a head-to-head configuration. Although we know that phrases in a local
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specifier position may serve as a host for clitics in Western Iberian, these
constructions do not allow for morphophonological modification at PF (see,
e.g., Gupton, 2014: 190) for more on locality constraints in Western Iberian).
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed an analysis for Galician U-lo…? constructions,
which we call verbless DP interrogative constructions (VDICs), owing to their
unique behavior compared to ostensibly similar structures in Romance. We
have shown that U does not have an in situ counterpart low in the clause
structure, which suggests that it is not a product of classic wh-movement (e.g.,
from within the proposed small clause structure). Were this the case, or were
we to propose that U is base-generated in a vP adjunct position, we expect it
to appear in a left-peripheral specifier position (i.e., Spec, FocP, following,
e.g., Rizzi, 1997) and, crucially, not a head position; however, as we have
stated in section 5.2.2, U appearing as a specifier would preclude phonological PF processes and predict unattested and ungrammatical forms like
*U o can. We have shown that VDICs do not behave like Semitic null copula
in Benmamoun (2000, 2008) in that they may not be embedded. We showed
that they bear similarities to Platzack and Rosengren’s (1997) “true imperative forms,” owing to their clause-initial behavior, inability to be embedded,
and their discourse-rooted nature. The combination of these studies suggests
that the clausal analysis of VDICs minimally lacks TP and FinP, which leaves
them without temporal anchoring, thus correctly predicting their “here and
now” behavior. We have shown that Gallego and Uriagereka’s (2016) analysis
of overt copula is promising in that their analysis can account for a null estar
matrix. This, combined with previous observations, led us to propose that the
U portion of VDICs is base-generated in the head of ForceP, which merges
with a vP endowed with a null estar XP projection. We have posited a small
clause account for the DP in VDICs with a locative feature serving as a control relation between the DP and the locative interpretation in the sentence.
Finally, we have claimed that the definite article determiner clitic may behave
as a true clitic in Western Iberian, attracted to F/f owing to morphological
and syntactic considerations. We feel that this account improves upon previous proposals in that it provides greater empirical coverage and explanatory
adequacy. Further research on determiner-clitic constructions in Galician and
other languages will falsify the predictions of this analysis.
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Notes
1 In medieval Galician, U had the syntactic flexibility of its Latin predecessor
ǔbī (Ferreiro, 1999), boasting locative, spatial, temporal, and discursive uses (cf.
Gravely, 2017), as in (i).
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(i) …e non esperes a cras, mais pon-llo u x’ ant’ estaba.
“…and don’t wait until tomorrow but put it where it
was before”

(Gravely 2017, p. 72)

2 Although cadê is widely thought to have evolved from que (é feito/há) de…? ‘What
happened to…?’ (e.g., da Silva Menon, 2014), its current usage clearly targets a
locative reply; therefore, we gloss it as “where.”
3 A reviewer asks why we deem cadê a verbal interrogative phrase. Although an
extensive answer is beyond the scope of this chapter, we hypothesize that cadê
must have a categorial [+V] feature in addition to its locative interpretation and
[iQ] feature, which comes as no surprise considering its origins (see also fn. 2).
Calling it a phrase simply clusters characteristics that are typically dispersed across
multiple lexical items in other well-known locative expressions in Romance.
4 This is, admittedly, a simplification of “clitics-
for-
copulas,” stemming from
Doron’s (1986) analysis of Hebrew null-copula constructions, the particulars of
which are not relevant here. We refer the curious reader to her original proposal
and Benmamoun’s (2000, 2008) analysis of it in minimalist terms.
5 We modify Platzack and Rosengren’s (1997: 193, ex. 13) structure trivially in (20b),
substituting vP for AgrSP. We also omit the XP that they insert to the left of VP, an
abbreviated structure capturing “functional projections needed for the checking of
features associated with the object DP (AgrOP, AspP, etc.)” in order to avoid confusion with our eventual proposal. We also include their imperative null subject
(ImpNP).
6 Elements appearing in F are there not for reasons of feature-checking-related
narrow syntax but for those related to the clitic appearing in a well-formed prosodic word at PF. The imperative is proposed to check [IMP] features in Platzack
and Rosengren’s account and, from the head of ForceP, it meets the locality
constraints for hosting clitics in Galician (e.g., Raposo & Uriagereka 2005); therefore, given that FP is not proposed to involve narrow syntactic features per se,
we propose that the verb proceeds directly to Forceº without violating the Head
Movement Constraint (e.g., Travis, 1984).
7 See Fernández-Rubiera (2013) and Gupton (2014) for different explanations for
how this hosting process happens. If it is the case that F is implicated in true
imperatives and suppletive-
form imperatives for clitic hosting and assuming
that Platzack and Rosengren’s comments on the unavailability of FinP in true
imperatives is correct, it would appear that FP and FinP are not the same syntactic
projection, against Gupton’s (2014) claim.
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8 A reviewer suggests that a present tense is the default, resulting from a tenseless
T. Pursuing such an analysis would take us in a direction that ignores striking similarities to commands, which in our opinion offer a more convincing explanation
for deictic tense.
9 Given the extensive generative literature on ser/estar in Spanish and the fact that
these verbs appear to behave identically in Galician and Spanish, we follow formal
accounts of Spanish. For a descriptive account of Galician ser/estar, see Freixeiro
Mato (2006: 127–129).
10 Uriagereka (1996) and Raposo and Uriagereka (2005) utilize the term “determiner clitic” but with different meanings. Uriagereka (1996) referred to determiner clitics as we do in section 5.1: determiners that cliticize to a structural host
to its left while heading a full DP. Raposo and Uriagereka (2005) used this term
to refer to all determiners, claiming that all determiners are essentially clitics on
some material, whether a part of minimal-maximal projections (e.g., third-person
accusative clitics) or determiners heading a full nominal DP.
11 For Freixeiro (2006), the inflectional classes are 1st-person plural, 2nd-person singular and plural, and infinitives. Incidentally, this cliticization may occur onto a
plural dative clitic that ends in –s (e.g. 46). These are the 1st-person plural nos, the
2nd-person plural vos, and the 3rd-person plural lles.
12 We adopt the term structural governor throughout the remainder of the chapter.
Structural adjacency (i) was first formalized by Marantz (1988, 1989):

13

14
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15

16

17

(i) A head X is structurally adjacent to a head Y if:
i.) X c-commands Y
ii.) There is no head Z that
a. is c-commanded by X and
b. c-commands Y
As with the prosodic considerations in fn. 6, we recognize the role of a morphophonological component. Nevertheless, we follow Uriagereka’s (1996) observation
that syntactic constraints feed the morphology and phonology, which compels us
to account for cliticization within the syntactic model.
U-lo may emerge as unique in the overall scope of cross-categorial determiner
cliticization in Galician, but our intuition is that the general motivation will be
shown to be the same.
Uriagereka’s (1995a) entire argument for FP goes well beyond just clitic movement
and, in turn, the scope of this chapter. We focus solely on formal aspects related to
clitic movement in Galician.
Another limitation is that U does not meet the morphological requirement of
ending in –r or –s, a characteristic present in every preceding instance of determiner cliticization examined; however, we may consider postulating a morphological requirement for U as a replacement for its lack of overt agreement
morphology. The XP-YP head-to-head relationship is in line with examples we
have seen in which determiner cliticization takes place; therefore, a morphological
requirement for U-lo keeps this phenomenon uniform.
While the overt movement of the determiner clitic brings o to U’s side, the
externalized product U-lo is formed at PF as the result of the morphophonological underspecification of U’s morphology; moreover, the same is expected in
(22), (24), (35–37), and (43–44), as these structural governors show morphological
underspecification in ending in –s or –r.
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18 It should be noted that there is no Agree relation or overt feature needed to
account for U’s morphological requirements. Although a deeper analysis of these
details is beyond the scope of this investigation, what Raposo and Uriagereka
(2005) proposed as morphological ϕ-features on accusative clitics in Western
Iberian should extend to all definite determiners, as well as U. In a morphological
relation such as the one posited between f and clitics in Western Iberian, only the
functional null-head is endowed with ϕ-features. This is because, conceptually, it
is part of their lexical constitution (see Gallego, 2016 for approaches to abstract
feature bundles in lexical items from both a lexicalist and Distributed Morphology
approach).
19 Uriagereka’s (1995a) proposal regards F/f as a clitic, which makes clitic movement
to F complementarily satisfactory: f needs the morphologically overt clitic to lean
on, while the clitic needs f to appear in a full prosodic word at PF. See also e.g.,
Bošković (2005) for null enclitic C in English.
20 A reviewer asks us to detail our explanation behind the circularity of this
statement. In brief, we may assume that Galician differs from other Romance
languages pace the claim by Raposo and Uriagereka (2005) in (34) in that all of
its definite determiners lean left due to morphophonological constraints, yet only
certain conditions permit them to leave the DP in order to satisfy said constraints.
When this morphological relation is not present, we find that the determiner leans
right on the noun phrase. Were this not the case, it would be impossible to explain
the behavior of the determiner in U-lo and the other cases of determiner cliticization provided above. For a more complete analysis of this from a phonological
standpoint regarding word boundaries and the syntax behind them, see Dubert-
García (2014).
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